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Increased Attention to Spatial Context Increases
Both Place Field Stability and Spatial Memory
Best et al., 2001; Eichenbaum et al., 1999; Redish, 2001)
that suggest that they are, in fact, neural correlates of
spatial memory, the stability of their firing fields is per-
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1051 Riverside Drive an internal representation of an animal’s environment
New York, New York 10032 that forms based upon experience and is retrieved upon
exposure to the appropriate cues. In this view, place
cell stability (i.e., the same cell having the same firing
Summary field in multiple exposures to the same environment)
can be viewed as the successful retrieval of components
The hippocampal formation is critical for the acquisi- of the animal’s mnemonic representation of its context.
tion and consolidation of memories. When recorded However, there are relatively few studies directly investi-
in freely moving animals, hippocampal pyramidal neu- gating the factors that influence place field stability, due
rons fire in a location-specific manner: they are “place” in large part to the difficulty in holding the same cells
cells, comprising a hippocampal representation of the over long periods of time. In the course of developing
animal’s environment. To explore the relationship be- methods for long-term recordings from different lines
tween place cells and spatial memory, we recorded of mice, we and others (Rotenberg et al., 2000) have
from mice in several behavioral contexts. We found recently found that, unlike the relatively stable place
that long-term stability of place cell firing fields corre- fields of rats, the place fields of wild-type mice are often
lates with the degree of attentional demands and that spontaneously unstable, even in an environment the ani-
successful spatial task performance was associated mal had seen literally dozens of times. Since there is
with stable place fields. Furthermore, conditions that abundant evidence that mice can do spatial tasks, this
maximize place field stability greatly increase orienta- initially puzzling finding raised doubts about the rele-
tion to novel cues. This suggests that storage and vance of place cells to spatial memory: if mice can do
retrieval of place cells is modulated by a top-down spatial tasks with unstable place cells, what good is
cognitive process resembling attention and that place place cell stability? To explore the relationship of the
cells are neural correlates of spatial memory. We pro-
animal’s behavioral context to place field stability, we
pose a model whereby attention provides the requisite
examined place field stability in wild-type C57/BL6J
neuromodulatation to switch short-term homosynap-
mice recorded during various behavioral task demands.tic plasticity to long-term heterosynaptic plasticity,
We found that mice in all behavioral groups form aand we implicate dopamine in this process.
relatively normal place cell map, which is usually stable
for at least half an hour. However, the map is generally
Introduction
not stable in the long-term (6 hr) unless the animal is
made to assign significance to its spatial context. ThisIn humans and other primates, the hippocampal forma-
suggests that the hippocampus of the mouse onlytion is critical for the memory of people, events, facts,
strongly encodes spatial cues when the animal paysand places. This hippocampal-based memory requires
attention to them. Consistent with a key role for attentionattention for both storage and retrieval (Cohen and
in the storage and retrieval of a hippocampal representa-Squire, 1980; Tulving and Schacter, 1990). However,
tion of an environment, place field stability correlatedwhen one records from hippocampal pyramidal neurons
both with spatial task performance and with a classicin behaving rodents, they primarily fire when the animal
measure of selective attention: the tendency of an ani-occupies a particular part of its environment. In other
mal to orient to a novel cue (Posner and Petersen, 1990).words, they are “place” cells (O’Keefe and Dostrovsky,
This requirement for top-down modulation of place field1971), which have also recently been described in hu-
storage and retrieval is quite different from the automati-mans (Ekstrom et al., 2003). While rodents have a well-
cally calculated and stored representation of environ-defined capacity for spatial memory, the precise rela-
mental geometry assumed by most current models oftionship between place cells and memory for space re-
place cell map formation (Lever et al., 2002). However,mains unclear. Are place cells part of a navigational
a critical role for attention is precisely what one wouldsystem critical for, but functionally distinct from, spatial
expect for the storage and retrieval of the neural corre-memory, or is the spatial firing of hippocampal neurons
lates of memory. We implicate dopaminergic neuromod-a component of the animal’s memory of its context?
ulation in this putative attentional process, and we sug-Of the many properties of place cells (reviewed by
gest a model whereby attention provides the requisite
neuromodulatory input to switch short-term, presum-*Correspondence: erk5@columbia.edu
ably homosynaptic, plasticity to long-term heterosynap-4 Present Address: Institute of Neuroscience, University of Oregon,
Eugene, Oregon 97403. tic plasticity.
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Figure 1. Four Degrees of Behavioral Rele-
vance
(A) No task animals were simply repeatedly
put into the recording environment.
(B) Foraging animals were food deprived and
trained to chase after randomly dropped food
pellets during recordings.
(C) Novel environment animals were exactly
like the foraging animals, except the animals
were placed into a novel environment be-
tween familiar environment sessions.
(D) Spatial task animals were successfully
performing an operant place preference task
during recordings. The task required mice to
find an unmarked goal region in order to turn
off negative stimuli (bright lights and noise).
Results cell recording sessions: if they were not, they would not
be able to perform the task.
Figure 2 illustrates the basic result: the long-term sta-Place Field Stability Is Behaviorally Modulated
We investigated place field stability during long-term bility of the spatial firing patterns of mouse hippocampal
pyramidal neurons depends strongly upon the behav-multiple single-unit recordings of hippocampal pyrami-
dal cells (Fox and Ranck, 1975) of repeated exposures ioral relevance of the available cues. The time-averaged
spatial firing rate maps from five sequential recordingto the same familiar environments in four groups dif-
fering in behavioral demands: (1) no task, (2) foraging, sessions of an animal with no task contingencies what-
soever (no task, top) are compared with those recorded(3) novel environment, and (4) spatial task. The no task
animals had no task contingencies whatsoever, but were from another animal while it was successfully per-
forming the spatial task (spatial task, bottom). The placesimply fed ad lib and placed in the recording environ-
ment (Figure 1A). This group provides a baseline to fields of the no task animal in one session generally bear
little resemblance to the same cells’ fields in the next.which the other groups can be compared. Animals in
the foraging group were food deprived to 80% body In contrast, the cells from the spatial task animal have
the same firing field in every session. This suggests thatweight and trained to chase after randomly dropped
food pellets during recordings, as is necessary for most an animal’s hippocampal representation of an environ-
ment is only stable when the animal needs it to be.place cell studies in rats due to their relatively low loco-
motor drive (Figure 1B). The novel environment group To compare group data systematically, we quantified
the similarity between the spatial firing patterns of the(Figure 1C) was exactly like the foraging group, except
that the sessions in the familiar environment used for same place cell in two different sessions by calculating
a correlation coefficient between the two rate mapsanalysis of field stability were interspersed with expo-
sure to a novel environment. Finally, to provide the high- (Bostock et al., 1991; Kentros et al., 1998). Figure 3A
shows a comparison of the average correlation in the noest degree of behavioral demands, the spatial task
group consisted of mice (Figure 1D) recorded while suc- task group of animals depending upon the intersession
interval. Place cells were generally stable in the shortcessfully executing an operant place preference task
we developed based on the hippocampus-dependent term even without any behavioral demands, but long-
term place field stability (6 hr intersession interval)task of Bures and colleagues (Cimadevilla et al., 2001).
In this task, animals are suddenly exposed to loud noise varied systematically between groups. Place fields of
mice with no task contingencies (no task) and hungryand bright lights, which they can only turn off by going
to a small, entirely unmarked goal region that can be mice actively chasing pellets in a familiar environment
(foraging) tended to be unstable. By contrast, the stabil-accurately located only by triangulating the arena cues
(analogous to the hidden platform in the water maze). ity of the place fields of the novel environment group
was significantly increased as compared to the no taskThis last group thus consists of animals that must pay
close attention to the environmental cues during place group, while the spatial task group was significantly
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Figure 2. Behavioral Modulation of Long-Term Place Field Stability
Rate maps that show the spatial firing patterns from CA1 pyramidal cells recorded for five sequential sessions from a no task animal (A) and
from a spatial task animal (B). The best cluster projections of the cells on the first and fifth sessions demonstrate recording stability (for details
see Experimental Procedures). Because it is always easier to believe that one has the same cell when the field is the same, better-quality
recordings (mostly Q1) were picked for the no task animal, while an animal with lower-quality units (both Q2) was picked for the spatial task
animal to illustrate the range of the data. Yellow pixels are a region the animal visited but the cell never fired. Orange, red, green, blue, and
purple pixels encode progressively higher firing rates and are autoscaled in each session. The intersession intervals for the no task animal is
6–14 hr, while for the spatial task animal it was always 12–14 hr.
more stable than all other groups. Thus, the long-term, ing an individual animal’s normalized daily performance
clearly shows that the result does not depend on wherebut not short-term, stability of place fields appears to
depend critically on the behavioral relevance of the spa- we place our criterion, and there is a correspondingly
strong correlation between an animal’s task perfor-tial context.
mance and field stability (r  .604, p  .025). Contrary
to what would be expected from the deterioration ofField Stability Is Required for Spatial
Task Performance unit recordings over time, there even seems to be a trend
toward increasing place field stability in the performerIn every group of animals performing a behavioral task,
some individual subjects do not reach criterion. Since animals as the task progressed (Figure 4D), but the effect
was not significant.we had no way of knowing why these animals failed at
the task, these animals could not be used to investigate These data demonstrate a remarkably close relation-
ship between complex navigation and a stable placethe relationship between attention to spatial cues and
place field stability. We therefore did not include these cell map, but a few individual deviations (see the scatter
plot in Figure 4C) from the means are noteworthy. Someanimals in the spatial task group of Figure 3 (which
really might more accurately be called the performers). animals that performed poorly had quite stable place
fields, which might perhaps be explained by the animalsHowever, this nonperformer group turned out to be quite
interesting in its own right. Plots of average daily “es- simply failing some aspect of the task other than spatial
encoding. More puzzling was the fact that one animalcape latency” reveal a clear learning curve for the spatial
task animals, while the nonperformer animals do not performed the task well even though it had several un-
stable place fields in a couple of sessions (the two redimprove much beyond their Day 1 performance (Figure
4A). The place cells of these nonperformer animals are points below a similarity score of 0.2). It is possible that
only a certain percentage of place fields need to bedramatically less stable than those of the spatial task
animals (Figure 4B). The scatter plot (Figure 4C) compar- stable in order to execute a spatial task, and our elec-
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ity score: (1) the cells can have clear firing fields that
remap spontaneously, or (2) the spatial firing properties
of the cells can be degraded, resulting in a low correla-
tion between two disorganized rate maps. These two
explanations are not mutually exclusive, but the former
is consistent with a map that gets formed appropriately
but not stored long-term, as has been seen with rats
and mice made deficient in hippocampal plasticity. The
latter argues for incoherent spatial processing or “over-
dispersion” (e.g., Olypher et al., 2002), but not necessar-
ily for any deficit in storage and retrieval: the same map
could be retrieved, but the spatial firing patterns could
be highly variable, resulting in low average correlations.
To distinguish between these two possibilities, we
calculated four standard quantitative measures of place
cell firing properties for all of the behavioral groups and
ran an ANOVA on each measure. There was no signifi-
cant effect of group on field size (Figure 5A) or informa-
tion content (Figure 5B), although in a separate pairwise
comparison, the performers (i.e., spatial task group) had
significantly more information than the no task animals.
However, the last two measures revealed that the spatial
firing properties of one group is very different from all
the others: the nonperformers have a much lower overall
firing rate (Figure 5C) and coherence (a measure of
smoothness of firing fields, Figure 5D) than all the other
groups, which do not differ significantly from each other.
This difference is illustrated in Figure 5E, which shows
the rate maps of three sequential recording days from
a well-isolated pyramidal cell from a nonperformer.
Thus, the main deficit in the no task and foraging groups
Figure 3. Behavioral Relevance Modulates Place Field Stability seems to be improper storage and retrieval of a relatively
Correlation coefficients were calculated from the rate maps of a normal place cell map, rather than a general degradation
given cell in sequential sessions. of the spatial firing properties of hippocampal pyramidal
(A) Comparisons between no task sessions separated by short (30
cells, which is also the case for the nonperformers. Thismin) and long (6 hr) intervals. Long-term field stability (mean 
result is consistent with recent data showing a correla-.136, SEM  .029, n  178 cells) was significantly less than short-
term (mean  .275, SEM  .040, n  76 cells) field stability (p  tion between place field quality and behavioral perfor-
0.0054). mance (C.B. Puryear, M. King, and S.J.Y. Mizumori, per-
(B) Comparisons of average long-term field stability in the no task sonal communication).
(above), foraging (mean  .167, SEM .038, n  68), novel environ-
ment (mean  .272, SEM  .044, n  41), and spatial task (mean 
Place Field Instability Is Not Due0.421, SEM  .046, n  36) groups. The novel environment group
was significantly more stable than the no task group (p  0.0109), to Behavioral Stereotypy
and the spatial task group was significantly more stable than the Differences in behavioral stereotypy is another way to
no task (p  0.0001), foraging (p  0.0001), and novel environment obtain artifactual differences in place field stability.
(p  0.0196) groups. When an animal stops moving, its hippocampal pyrami-
dal neurons fire nonspatially as the EEG switches from
the active state (dominated by the theta rhythm) to the
trode occasionally happened to be next to some of the large irregular activity (LIA) state typical of immobility
unstable minority. Indeed, the average stability for this (Buzsaki, 2002). Thus, if mice in one group stayed still
animal during task performance (.23), while lower than a great deal, the firing rate maps would look like the cell
that of the spatial task group, was nevertheless higher had different place fields, but this would simply reflect
than that of either the no task or foraging groups. How- the animal being immobile in different places during
ever, this is consistent with recent results suggesting different sessions. To avoid this problem, we analyzed
that under certain circumstances, place field stability only data from when the animal is actively locomoting
and spatial behavior can be dissociated (Lenck-Santini (moving at more than 2 cm/s) and therefore in the theta
et al., 2002; Jeffery et al., 2003). state. Another possible confound with the spatial task
animals is that they react to the reinforcing stimuli (bright
lights and noise) by moving to a certain place. If theirSpatial Firing Properties Are Not Critically
Dependent on Behavioral Relevance place cells respond nonspecifically to these stimuli, this
would result in artifactual “stability” of the spatial firingThe data in Figure 3C demonstrate that the stability of
a hippocampal place cell representation of an environ- patterns of these neurons. However, as Figure 6A
shows, the spatial task is designed to ensure that thement depends upon that environment’s behavioral rele-
vance. However, there are two ways to get a low similar- execution of the task is not stereotypical. The start point
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Figure 4. Spatial Task Performance Corre-
lates with Place Field Stability
(A) Average number of seconds it took ani-
mals to shut off the stimulus during a session.
Animals were divided into performer (the spa-
tial task group from Figure 3) and nonperfor-
mer groups based on whether or not they
reached criterion.
(B) Place field stability for the two groups from
(A). The animals that performed well (perform-
ers) had much more stable place fields (p 
0.0001) than those that did poorly (nonper-
formers: mean  .136, SEM  .053, n  38).
(C) Scatterplot of the animal’s average perfor-
mance on days 2–6 of the task plotted against
the average place field stability between that
day and the previous day. Performance is
normalized against the animal’s performance
on Day 1.
(D) Plot of daily average place cell stability.
Note that contrary to what one would expect
from deterioration in recording quality, there
appears to be a trend toward higher stability
in later sessions in the performers but not the
nonperformers. However, this effect was not
significant in a repeated measures ANOVA.
for every trial is different because the animal is moving reflect the encoding of the reinforcers. Given that the
environmental conditions (i.e., light, environment, noise)around normally prior to the start of every trial. Further-
more, when we removed those parts of the session in during this part of a task session were identical to those
of the no task animals, this also demonstrates that ani-which the reinforcers were present from the analysis of
the spatial task animals (i.e., when the animal is forced to mals under identical sensory conditions can have drasti-
cally different place field stability.do the task), the basic result was essentially unchanged
(average similarity  .40, versus .42 when the entire Markus and colleagues (Markus et al., 1995) have pre-
viously shown that when rats are trained to do two verysession is included). Thus, the results do not simply
Figure 5. Effect of Behavioral Relevance on
Single-Session Place Cell Firing Properties
(A–D) Plot of the average values of four com-
monly used quantitative measures of place
cell firing properties: (A) field size, (B) informa-
tion content, (C) overall firing rate, and (D)
coherence for the five behavioral groups.
Note that while there may be a trend for in-
creasing information (the performers and no
task animals were significantly different in a
paired post hoc test), there was a significant
overall effect of group only for overall firing
rate and coherence, in which the nonperform-
ers had lower values than all other groups
(p  .05).
(E) Rate maps from three sequential days of
recordings from a hippocampal pyramidal
neuron from the nonperformer group showing
a high degree of nonspatial firing, bounded
by its tetrode waveforms on the first and third
sessions shown. Note that the cell is essen-
tially nonspatial on the first day and has a
noisy field on the second and a very tight field
on the third, without an appreciable change
in the quality of discrimination.
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Figure 6. Differences in Field Stability Are
Not Due to Behavioral Stereotypy
(A) Representative paths taken by the perfor-
mer (spatial task) animal used in Figure 2 on
the 4th day of the task. Note that the animal
starts in different places (small square) every
time and takes a unique path to the goal (large
square) each time.
(B) Occupancy maps (top) and paths (bottom)
of the five sessions shown for the no task
animal used in Figure 2. Note that the field
instability shown in Figure 2 has no discern-
ible relationship to any form of stereotypical
behavior: the animals appear to be engaging
in a more or less random walk every day.
Since the full 30 min path simply looks like
a black circle, only the first 3 min of each
session’s path are shown (the occupancy
map is for the whole session).
different tasks in the same environment, some of their minimizing the possibility that this is a strain-depen-
dent effect.place cells can shift as the animal’s behavior changes
from random foraging to a highly stereotyped shuttling Finally, there is the possibility that the mice are using
idiothetic (self-motion) or olfactory cues as opposed tobetween goal boxes. It is conceivable that the marked
instability seen in the no task group could be due to visual cues to construct their maps in the no task and
foraging groups. The animals were always introducedthe animal spontaneously switching between different
stereotypic behaviors. However, investigation of the be- into the recording arena in the same way to minimize
idiothetic differences, but since the floor paper washavior of the no task group reveals no evidence for such
a switch (Figure 6B): animals’ place fields remap without changed after every session, olfactory cues would be
unstable. However, this cannot explain the marked in-any discernible change in behavior.
Visual problems sometimes occur in congenic mouse crease in stability in the short term (Figure 3A), as the
olfactory cues would be just as unstable. Moreover,strains, so low average stability could simply be the
result of a mix of visually normal and impaired animals, when we rotated the arena in a subset of no task and
foraging animals that showed place field instability, theirwhich would correspond to the performers and nonper-
formers in the spatial task. However, this seems unlikely. place fields followed the arena rotation (10 interval be-
tween 0 and 90 rotation, data not shown). This meansFirst of all, the incidence of blindness (micropthalmia or
anopthalmia) in C57/BL6J mice is only about 4%, with that the animals could see the arena cues, and indeed
paid enough attention to them to use them to orientthe vast majority occurring in females, not males, which
we used (Smith and Sundberg, 1995). Furthermore, field their internal representation of the environment. They
simply did not pay enough attention to them to encodeinstability was evenly distributed across no task animals:
there was no bimodal distribution of average correlation the arena cues strongly enough to store their represen-
tation in long-term memory.scores that would indicate some global deficit in a sub-
group of animals (see Supplemental Data at http://
www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/42/2/283/DC1). Behavioral Relevance Increases Selective
Attention to Arena CuesMoreover, even when the spatial task and nonperformer
groups are pooled, their place cells are still far more Our data show that the stability of a mouse’s hippocam-
pal representation of a given environment is conditionalstable (average similarity  .29) than those of no task
animals. We also found similar instability in BL6/129 rather than automatic and increases as the behavioral
relevance of the environment increases. Given the piv-F1 hybrids in the no task situation (data not shown),
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otal role of the human hippocampus in specifically ex- Attention Is a More Likely Explanation
than Motivationplicit memory and the fact that behavioral relevance is
one of the primary means by which investigators modu- Why is an environment only encoded strongly when
behaviorally relevant, if not because the animal payslate attention to cues in animals, it is likely that the
animal must be actively attending to its environment to more attention to it? Perhaps the most likely alternative
explanation is animals must be in an enhanced state ofstore and faithfully recall its hippocampal representation
of it. However, this argument would be greatly strength- motivation for optimal place field stability. Motivation
has also been implicated in the modulation of memoryened by directly demonstrating that the animal’s atten-
tion to the available spatial cues increases under condi- storage. Indeed, attention and motivation are often in-
separable: an animal must be motivated to attend. How-tions that increase place field stability.
It is safe to assume that the animals that are success- ever, several lines of evidence suggest that attention is a
more likely explanation than motivation. First, one mightfully executing the spatial task are paying attention to
the available spatial cues. When the goal and cues are expect hungry animals actively foraging in an environ-
ment (the foraging group) to be more motivated thanrotated in opposition to each other, the performance of
spatial task animals is markedly reduced (see Supple- well-fed animals with no task contingencies (no task),
but place field stability in these two groups was nearlymental Data at http://www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/
42/2/283/DC1). However, the assumption that the ani- identical (Figure 3B). Conversely, it is easier to explain
the increase in place field stability caused by showingmals without task contingencies are not paying attention
to the available cues is more tenuous. To address this a foraging animal a novel environment in terms of atten-
tion than motivation. Perhaps the strongest argumentissue, we adapted a novel object recognition task to
examine the animal’s tendency to orient to a novel cue in against motivation comes from comparing the spatial
task and nonperformer groups, which underwent thedifferent behavioral contexts (e.g., Besheer et al., 1999;
Figure 7A). First, we familiarized sham-operated mice exact same training regimen (they were divided post
hoc solely on the basis of task performance). Therefore,without any task contingencies (i.e., same as the no task
group) to a white cylindrical environment with five black they should all be under the same motivational influ-
ences, but the nonperformers’ place field stability is fargeometric shapes on the walls as the only available
asymmetric cues. Next, the animals were put in the fa- less than that of the animals that performed the task
well (Figure 4B).miliar environment for 10 min and taken out to provide
a baseline session. 10 min later, the animals were rein- It is possible that the nonperformers were not suffi-
ciently motivated by the negative stimuli. However, wetroduced to the same environment, but with a novel
cue substituted for one of the five familiar cues. We found that both sets of animals reacted strongly to the
negative stimuli (e.g., exhibited “tail rattling” and ballisticdetermined the amount of time the animal spent investi-
gating each of the five cues using a blind scorer. The movements). Table 1 shows the average speed and
number of ballistic movements in both of the groupsanimals were then trained in the spatial task with the
familiar set of cues, after which the cue switch experi- doing the spatial task and compared these measures
to those obtained from the no task group. The nonper-ment was repeated.
The results are quite remarkable (Figure 7B). The fa- formers both moved faster on average and made more
ballistic movements than either the no task group or themiliar (i.e., unswitched) cues were always investigated
more in the baseline sessions than in the switched ses- spatial task group. Thus, if anything, the nonperformers
were more motivated than their counterparts who “got”sions (presumably because the animals habituated to
them), and spatial task training caused a generalized the task, not less. It is possible that this “overmotivation”
is responsible for the degradation in spatial firing proper-increase in the investigation of all cues. However, the
key results have to do with the switched cue. Prior to ties seen only in this group (Figure 5), which may be
related to changes in hippocampal processing relatedtraining in the spatial task, there was no significant differ-
ence between the amount of investigation of the novel to a fearful state (Moita et al., 2003). Although one could
suggest a narrow window of effective motivational influ-cue versus the familiar one. However, following training
in the spatial task, the same animals investigate the ence, the fact that performers notice a cue switch while
nonperformers do not makes the attentional modulationnovel cue far more than the familiar, or indeed any other,
of place field stability by far the most parsimonious ex-cue. This difference is even more dramatic when we
planation of the data.separate the posttraining animals into performers and
nonperformers on the basis of their task performance
(Figure 7C): animals that learned the task noticed the Place Field Stability May Require
switch (one animal even tore the offending cue off the Heterosynaptic Plasticity
wall!), while those that did not perform well did not react Numerous studies support a role for synaptic plasticity
to the switched cue. Thus, the ability of individual ani- in the formation and stabilization of place fields (re-
mals to notice a switched cue (i.e., perceptual threshold) viewed by Moser and Paulsen, 2001). If place cell map
closely parallels the conditions associated with maximal consolidation requires synaptic plasticity, how might the
place field stability. Since the orienting response to observed behavioral modulation of place cell map stabil-
novel stimuli is a standard test of selective attention ity work at a synaptic level? One possibility is that some
(Posner and Petersen, 1990), this strongly suggests that higher-order cognitive process such as attention pro-
at least one of the higher-order cognitive processes vides one or more neuromodulatory inputs that switch
involved in the behavioral stabilization of a place cell short-term plasticity to long-term plasticity, enabling the
long-term storage of information. According to this view,map is the rodent analog of attention.
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Figure 7. Cue Switch Experiment
(A) Cartoon showing the basic strategy for
the cue-switch experiment. The amount of
time that no task animals investigated of all
five familiar cues was scored in a baseline
session, following which one of the cues was
switched for a novel one (shown in red) and
investigation was scored again. These ani-
mals were then trained in the spatial task with
the familiar cue configuration. Following
completion of the task regimen, the cue
switch experiment was repeated to deter-
mine whether training in the spatial task
changed the animal’s attentiveness to the
available cues.
(B) The effects of training on the average
number of seconds of investigation of the four
unswitched cues (top) and the switched cue
(bottom). The unswitched cues show habitua-
tion of the amount of investigation within a
session pair, and a generalized increase in
investigation following spatial task training.
For the switched cue, the novel cue is investi-
gated more than the familiar cue both before
and after training (p values, for training 
.0038, for switch versus unswitched  .0026,
and for the interaction between session and
switching  .021).
(C) Plots of the investigation of the novel cue
posttraining when animals are separated into
nonperformers (n  4, top) and performers
(n 7, bottom) based upon their performance
in the spatial task. Note that the nonperform-
ers did not investigate the novel cue more
than the familiar one following training,
whereas the performers investigated the
novel cue far more than the familiar cue, but
only after learning the spatial task (p  .002
for the four-way interaction).
information is constantly being passed to hippocampal the necessary neuromodulatory input pharmacologi-
cally. Previous work from our laboratory (Huang andpyramidal neurons and is stored in the short term by a
form of homosynaptic plasticity presumably similar to Kandel, 1995) found that bath application of D1/D5 re-
ceptor agonists and antagonists could drastically in-short-term LTP. However, when information is attended
to, neuromodulatory influences are recruited that switch crease or decrease the duration of Schaffer collateral
LTP elicited by a given stimulus protocol. We thereforeshort-term, presumably homosynaptic, plasticity into
long-term heterosynaptic plasticity, which has been injected animals in the no task condition with the D1/
D5 receptor agonist SKF-38393 (5 mg/kg s.c.). Figure 8postulated to be necessary for long-term memory stor-
age (Bailey et al., 2000). shows the similarity of the place fields of the session
prior to injection of drug to those 6 hr postinjection. WeIf this model is correct, it should be possible to provide
Table 1. Running Speed and Ballistic Movements
Number of
Group Speed (cm/s)a p versus NT p versus ST Ballistic Movementsa p versus NT p versus ST
No task (NT) 4.80 (.28) NS 207 (35) NS NS
Spatial task (ST) 4.85 (.39) NS 301 (49)
Nonperformers 6.99 (.46) 0.0001 0.0006 583 (58) 0.0001 0.0003
a Average per 30 min session (SEM).
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rather than automatic and increases as task demands
increase. This suggests that place field stability is gov-
erned by a higher-order cognitive process. Given the
role of the hippocampus in memory and the pivotal role
of attention in memory acquisition, it seems reasonable
to posit that this higher-order cognitive process is the
rodent analog of attention. The cue-switch experiment
strongly supports this idea: place cell stability tightly
covaries with the animal’s tendency to selectively attend
to the available spatial cues.
In animal studies, attention must be inferred from be-
havioral output. Where attention has been studied neu-
rophysiologically, most notably in the visual cortex of
nonhuman primates (Treue, 2001; Colby and Goldberg,
1999), attention has been defined operationally by either
Figure 8. D1/D5 Receptor Modulation of Place Field Stability task relevance or by novelty. For example, the attended
No task mice were injected with the D1/D5 receptor agonist SKF area has been defined as that part of the visual field in
38393 (5 mg/kg s.c.), and foraging mice were injected with the D1/ which the animal is discriminating target from nontarget
D5 antagonist SCH 23390 (.1 mg/kg i.p.). Mean correlations between stimuli (Reynolds et al., 2000), or in infraparietal cortex, it
recordings directly prior to injection and 6 hr postinjection are shown is either task relevant or the site of an abruptly appearingnext to the corresponding uninjected group. The agonist-injected
stimulus (reviewed by Colby and Goldberg, 1999).group (mean  .306, SEM  .057, n  22) had significantly higher
Our strategy is similar to the strategy used in monkeystability than uninjected animals (p  0.0079), whereas the antago-
nist group (mean  .037, SEM  .054, n  28) was significantly visual system, but averaged over a much longer time-
lower than their uninjected counterparts (p  0.048). scale. We explore the long-term neurophysiological rami-
fications of sustained attention to environmental cues,
rather than the moment-to-moment neurophysiological
found that the place fields of agonist-injected animals effects of making a certain part of the visual field task
were indeed more stable than their uninjected counter- relevant. We define selective attention operationally as
parts (the no task animals). Conversely, injection of the the cognitive processes resulting from the animal as-
D1/D5 receptor antagonist SCH-23390 (.1 mg/kg) caused signing significance to spatial cues rather than other
a decrease in stability, even from the relatively low levels parts of its sensory experience. How much these pro-
of foraging animals. These results closely parallel the cesses overlap with selective attention as studied in the
effects of bath application of the same two pharmaco- primate visual system remains to be worked out, but
logical agents on long-term LTP in the hippocampal there are key similarities. As in many primate studies,
slice, lending further credence to this model. in our study, attention is increased by making cues task
The link is made even more compelling by recent work relevant, and increased attention is demonstrated by a
demonstrating that exposure to a novel environment reduced perceptual threshold (in the cue-switch experi-
greatly facilitates the induction of in vivo LTP (Li et al., ment). Since the electrophysiological changes are seen
2003). When an animal enters a novel environment, its under identical sensory conditions, they are likely the
hippocampal neurons generate a new place cell map to result of top-down modulation. Those areas of, say, pari-
encode the novel environment. The link between LTP etal cortex encoding the arena cues may well be en-
and the storage and retrieval of a place cell map sug- hanced in the spatial task animals relative to the no task
gested by previous work is thereby made more com- animals, presumably via a dopaminergic mechanism.
pelling: not only do animals require NMDA receptor- This enhancement may be strong enough to be passed
mediated plasticity to stably encode a hippocampal on through rhinal cortices and finally to the hippocam-
representation of a novel environment (Kentros et al., pus, although the effects of a novel environment on
1998), but introduction to a novel environment facilitates hippocampal LTP (Li et al., 2003) suggest that at least
hippocampal plasticity. Significantly, this facilitation of some of the modulation of pyramidal neurons is oc-
LTP by a novel environment is critically dependent upon curring locally. The increase in stability with the D1/D5
D1/D5 receptor activation. Thus, novelty, a well-charac- agonist was only partial, suggesting that dopamine may
terized activator of attentional processes, has been be only one of several neuromodulators involved in the
shown to affect hippocampal synaptic plasticity in a stabilization of place fields. Future anatomically re-
dopamine-dependent manner. Activation of attentional stricted experiments, including those with other neuro-
processes by other means may do the same, resulting transmitter systems, are required for a more complete
in the stabilization of a hippocampal representation via understanding of the role of neuromodulation in place
heterosynaptic plasticity. cell stability.
Plasticity, Attention, and Place Field StabilityDiscussion
Our results are consistent with several models of the
role of synaptic plasticity in memory formation and mostThe Nature of the Observed
Behavioral Modulation closely parallel that of Morris and Frey (1997), who sug-
gested that hippocampal plasticity is involved in theWe find that the faithful retrieval of a mouse’s hippocam-
pal representation of an environment is conditional “automatic recording of attended experience.” This con-
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cept also fits quite well with the automatic, “unsuper- than those recorded from rats that are randomly foraging
in the same environment. Olypher et al. posit that thevised” calculation of place fields from environmental
geometry central to most theories of place cell formation “overdispersion” of spatial firing they observe results
from the animal’s attention switching between compet-(Lever et al., 2002). However, our results indicate a re-
finement of these hypotheses by suggesting that ing frames of reference (the arena cues versus the room
cues), which is minimized when the animal is made towhereas transient, presumably homosynaptic, plasticity
may indeed automatically record perceived experience specifically ignore the room cues by training the animals
to perform in a rotating arena. We were not able to findin the hippocampus, attended experience is preferen-
tially consolidated in the long term because attention such an increase in spatial selectivity (though there was
perhaps a trend, see Figure 5), but we did not utilize theitself provides the requisite neuromodulatory input for
long-term heterosynaptic plasticity. The acquisition of complex mathematical techniques Olypher et al. re-
quired to uncover such an effect, relying instead on theinformation (and formation of place fields) may well be
automatic or “unsupervised,” but not its consolidation. more standard practice of averaging over the duration
of the session.In this way ethologically relevant signals could be filtered
from background noise, ensuring that important memo- The above results do implicate attention in the modu-
lation of place cell firing properties, but none of themries are stored preferentially over incidental ones.
deal with the idea of attention as a means to strengthen
the encoding of a single reference frame, as judged byOf Mice and Rats
the day-to-day stability of the animal’s representationWe have demonstrated a role for attention-like pro-
of that environment. Indeed, in these and other studies,cesses in the modulation of the stability of a mouse
the stability of place cells has generally been explicitlyhippocampal place cell map. However, most place cell
or implicitly assumed to be automatic. We argue thatrecordings have been done in rats, which under the
the conditional nature of place field stability stronglysame conditions have significantly higher levels of long-
implicates them as memory traces. Like behavioralterm place field stability than what we and others (Ro-
memory, a place cell map is formed by experience andtenberg et al., 2000) have seen with mice. We suspect
retrieved in response to the appropriate stimuli. More-that the difference between the stability of rat and mouse
over, one does not remember everything about an envi-place fields reflects a real neuroethological difference
ronment, only those aspects one judges most signifi-between the two species: mice simply pay less attention
cant. Thus, not only do place cells look like memoryto distal environmental cues than rats. There are a vari-
traces, they act like them as well: both seem to requireety of observations that support this hypothesis. When
attention for their storage and faithful recall.Eichenbaum and colleagues (Cho et al., 1998) rotated
proximal cues in opposition to distal cues, they found
that mouse place fields followed local cues to a far Experimental Procedures
greater extent than those of rats. Furthermore, there are
Generalexamples of rats displaying better performance than
162 young male C57BL6/J mice (10–20 weeks old, Jackson Labs,mice in spatial memory tasks like the water maze (Whis-
Bar Harbor, ME) were anesthetized with ketamine/xylazine (100
haw, 1995), which by definition require the triangulation mg/kg and 7 mg/kg, in saline) implanted stereotactically (anterior,
of distal cues. While authors often invoke motor dif- 1.8 mm; lateral, 1.8 mm; dorsal, 0.9 mm) with a drivable 4 tetrode
(each wire 25 m nichrome, California Fine Wire, Grover Beach, CA)ferences to explain these results, we argue that these
microelectrode array about 0.3 mm dorsal to the CA1 hippocampaldifferences are indeed cognitive and are reflected in
pyramidal cell layer. The animals were allowed to recover for 1 weekthe animal’s hippocampal representation of an envi-
prior to the start of screening for units. The large number of surgeriesronment.
was necessary because of the need for stable long-term recordings;
However, we believe that this is simply a difference most animals either never yielded units or gave recordings that did
of degree, not kind. We and others (Ludvig, 1999) have not meet our stringent criteria for recording stability (see below) at
the first 6 hr time point and were discarded. Following completionoccasionally seen clear instances of spontaneous place
of experiments, mice that yielded data were anesthetized usingfield instability in healthy young rats. Moreover, investi-
Isoflurane and decapitated. Iron was deposited from the electrodegators studying nonspatial firing correlates of hippo-
wire that had given cells by passing 10 A of current. The crani-campal neurons have long discussed attentional modu-
otomized brain was fixed overnight for Prussian blue staining in a
lation of the firing patterns of hippocampal neurons 10% formalin solution containing 3% potassium ferrocyanide. The
(McEchron and Disterhoft, 1999). There are many results brain was then dehydrated through a graded alcohol series and
lightly stained with cresyl violet. Brains were sectioned by a Vibra-that are best explained by a pivotal role for attention in
tome at 50 m in the coronal plane. The sections were then dehy-place cell activity. Rats made to think that environmental
drated, mounted on slides, and coverslipped. All animal procedurescues are “untrustworthy” no longer orient their place
were executed in accordance with institutional guidelines.fields with respect to them (Jeffery, 1998; Knierim et al.,
Animals were randomly assigned to one of four behavioral groups.
1995; Rotenberg and Muller, 1997), relying instead on One of two 50 cm diameter, 34 cm high wooden cylindrical chambers
idiothetic cues, and animals switching between drasti- with asymmetric cues on its walls served as the recording environ-
ment. One of the two cylinders was painted white with a black cuecally different behavioral regimens appear to encode
card providing the only asymmetric cue, while the other was a whiteeach regimen with a distinct reference frame, even
cylinder asymmetrically decorated with several kinds of geometricwithin a single environment (Markus et al., 1995; Gothard
shapes. Both environments showed similar amounts of instability.et al., 1996). Indeed, in a recent modeling paper, Olypher
Care was taken to minimize the salience of any cues outside of the
et al. (2002) specifically invoked attention to explain why cylinders. The arena was completely surrounded by black curtains,
the place cells of rats actively performing a spatial task and the only light source came from eight track lights suspended
symmetrically from a black wooden platform upon which the com-(Zinyuk et al., 2000) appear to be more spatially selective
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mutator, camera, and feeder were also mounted. Animals were al- implanted with sham headpieces (a prosthesis and empty con-
necter, so the mice were as tethered as animals that yielded unitways introduced to the environment in the same orientation and
always returned to their home cage between recording sessions. data). They were treated exactly like no task animals and familiarized
to a white cylinder decorated with five different geometric shapesTo minimize olfactory cues, the floor paper was changed between
every reintroduction to the environment, and if urine soaked through made from black construction paper on the walls. The day after
the 10th familiarization session, animals were put into this familiarthe paper, the floor was washed with ethanol. All recording sessions
were 30 min long unless otherwise noted. environment and videotaped for 10 min, providing a baseline ses-
sion. 10 min later, they were put into the same environment, butThe animals were screened for cells in the recording chamber
under the appropriate behavioral conditions (either chasing pellets one cue was switched with a novel cue (another black geometric
shape). The amount of investigation (defined as the amount of timeor simply walking around in the familiar environment). If no complex
spike cells (based upon the definition in Fox and Ranck, 1975) were the animal was both facing and within 3 cm of the cue) of every
cue was scored by a blind scorer for both sessions. Following thisfound on the wires, the electrode was advanced no more than 40m,
and the animal was returned to its home cage until the next day. If pretraining cue-switch experiment, the animals were trained in the
same spatial task as above, and the cue-switch experiment wascomplex spike units above 200 V were found, a test session was
done to detect whether or not units were sufficiently discriminable. repeated. Performers and nonperformers were determined post hoc
by the same criterion. To ensure novelty, the same novel cue wasIf they had clear and distinct cluster boundaries, an experiment
was started. Every animal was screened at least five times before not used twice in the two cue switch sessions, but was picked from
four candidate shapes in a pseudorandom fashion.recording, but most animals had at least 20 exposures to the envi-
ronment prior to recordings. The number of pre-exposures had no
apparent effect upon field stability, with some of the clearest exam- Pharmacology
ples of field instability occurring in animals that had seen the environ- Following a recording session in a familiar environment, no task
ment more than 50 times. Accordingly, for all of the behavioral animals (22 cell/session pairs, 22 unique cells, 6 animals) were in-
groups except for the novel environment animals (since an environ- jected with the D1/D5 agonist SKF 38393 (5 mg/kg, in 0.3 ml .9%
ment is only novel once), place field stability was computed for all saline) subcutaneously. Foraging animals (28 cell/session pairs, 28
sequential sessions that cells were reliably held. unique cells, 5 animals) were injected with the D1/D5 antagonist
SCH 23390 (0.1 mg/kg, in 0.3 ml .9% saline, diluted from a 10 mg/ml
stock made fresh daily) intraperitoneally. 30 min after injection, theBehavior
animals were recorded again. However, because of the markedFor the no task (700 cell/session pairs, 178 unique cells, 14 mice) and
locomotor depression of the animals injected with SCH 23390, weforaging (230 cell/session pairs, 68 unique cells, 10 mice) groups,
used the pre-injection session for the purposes of comparison withrecordings were done in the familiar environment under the appro-
another session done 6 hr following the postinjection session forpriate behavioral conditions at 30 min, 6 hr, and 12–16 hr intervals
both groups.(overnight) as long as the cells could be held. Only sequential ses-
sions were compared. Given that we saw no difference in stability
Recordingsbetween the 6 and 12–16 hr intervals, we pooled them into a general
Units were amplified 10,000 using an 8-channel amplifier (Neu-long-term group. For the novel environment group (41 cell/session
ralynx, Tucson, AZ) and bandpass filtered at 300 to 10,000 Hz. Thepairs, 41 unique cells, 7 mice), the animal was recorded in the familiar
amplifier output was digitized at 40 KHz and acquired into the com-environment, followed by a recording session in the novel environ-
puter using the Discovery 6.1 software package (Datawave, Long-ment (the other of the two cylinders). 6 hr later, the animal was
mont, CO) as per manufacturer’s specifications. Data was recordedrecorded in the familiar environment again.
in the tetrode, or occasionally, stereotrode configuration; there areThe spatial task (135 cell/session pairs, 36 unique cells, 7 animals)
no single-wire recordings included in the data set. To be recorded,and nonperformer (147 cell/session pairs, 38 unique cells, 5 animals)
cells had to be at least 200 V on one of the tetrode wires, andgroups were recorded while performing an operant spatial task we
the noise was typically 30–50 V. The number of cells per animaldeveloped inspired by the task of Bures and colleagues (Cimadevilla
simultaneously recorded during an experiment ranged from 1 to 14.et al., 2001). We wrote a clocked-sequence program that sends a
All recording sessions were 30 min long unless otherwise noted.TTL pulse to a switch based upon the tracker output, allowing us
The position of the animal in the chamber was recorded simultane-to define a small (a 9 cm diameter circle in all but 2 animals, see
ously with the recording of the neuronal firing, as previously de-below) totally unmarked region of the floor near the center of the
scribed (Kentros et al., 1998). In this way, we could measure thecylinder as the “goal,” analogous to the hidden platform in the water
firing rate of each cell as a function of the animal’s head positionmaze. This switch was connected to a buzzer attached to the plat-
within the cylinder.form 6 feet directly above the cylinder and a large resistor in series
with the room lights, which enabled us to increase illumination and
activate the buzzer without providing additional spatial cues to Unit Isolation and Recording Stability
Because of the pivotal role of unit isolation in the analysis of placethe animal.
A task session was as follows. After 5 min of baseline recording, field instability, we provide both a detailed explanation of our criteria
and show several examples of field instability in stably recordedthe bright lights and loud noise came on in the recording room. The
animal had to learn to go to the goal area to turn off the negative units (Figure 6). We adopted extremely strict standards for unit
isolation: we accepted only tetrode, or in very clear cases, stereo-stimuli. If the animal went to the location but stayed for less than
1 s (i.e., simply ran through the goal area), the stimuli would turn trode data, with little or no electrode drift between sessions. Units
were analyzed offline manually (cluster cutting) with the Autocutoff for the duration the animal spent in the goal, but then turn back
on again when the animal left. If the animal stayed for one full 3.0 software package (Datawave, Longmont, CO). Clusters isolated
were clear “Gaussian” ellipses generally based upon peak-to-peaksecond, the negative stimuli would turn off for 2 min, following which
the negative stimuli would turn back on. This cycle would continue projections of different tetrode wires with minimal overlap with
neighboring clusters or noise. They were also inspected to ensurefor the rest of the session (35 min total, including the 5 min baseline).
Animals underwent one session of the spatial task per day for 5 that the complex-spike interval (4–7 ms) was the largest bin in an
autocorrelogram, to ensure analysis of only complex-spike units.days. On the 6th day, there were two sessions: the first normal, and
the second a cue-control session in which both the cylinder and We further divided acceptable clusters into two groups on the basis
of a subjective judgement of quality. Q1 clusters had virtually nothe goal location were rotated by 90 clockwise. On the 7th day,
there were two sessions: the first normal, and the second a cue- overlap on at least one projection and no events within a 2 ms
refractory period, while Q2 cells included clear Gaussians with aconflict session in which the cylinder was rotated 90 counterclock-
wise and the goal location was rotated 180. The sequential compari- small degree of overlap with other clusters or noise (see example
in Figure 6B). A third group of cells (Q3) met neither criteria andsons of all of the sessions before the first rotation (days 1–6) were
included in the analysis. were therefore discarded. Whenever the cluster quality differed in
a pair of sessions, the lower designation was dominant. While weFor the novel cue-switch experiment, 11 mice (one died) were
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present the data from all acceptable cells, we also analyzed the Q1 than 40% of its escape latency on the first day (the average ratios
for spatial task and nonperformer animals were 22% and 77%, re-cells separately, in order to determine whether some results (e.g.,
relatively low field stability) could be explained by relatively poor spectively). As alluded to earlier, 2/7 spatial task animals had learned
the task with a much smaller goal size (5 cm diameter). While theyunit discrimination. When only the Q1 units were analyzed, in every
case the distance between the means increased, and in all cases had a clear learning curve, it took them about twice as long to turn
off the stimuli in general. They easily made criterion and are therefore(except for the SCH 23390 group, probably due to a floor effect) the
results remained statistically significant. included in Figure 4B, but are not included in Figure 4A because
they would skew the latency. Excluding them does not change theTo ensure recording stability, only units meeting the above criteria
with the same cluster boundaries between session pairs were in- statistics significantly. For the cue-switch experiment, the time
spent investigating the cues was analyzed by a four-way ANOVAcluded. The filenames of all of the sessions were scrambled to
enable the cutting of all sessions completely blind to experimental with three repeated measures: session, spatial task training, and
cue type (switched or unswitched).group, and spatial firing pattern of units was not examined until
cluster cutting was concluded. Furthermore, we did not do any
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